
CS231 Instructor’s notes 2022

10 Concurrency

Key terms: threading multiprocess futures

Reading: MIT EECS’s “Concurrency”22

Reading: Nick Coghlan’s Efficiently Exploiting Multiple Cores
with Python23

Exercise: See if you can run out of memory by creating a pool of
workers that merely create new pools of workers, etc.

A system architecture of many threads can be convenient for handling dif-
ferent events. The threads and processes available in the threading and
multiprocess modules are system resources that conform to the POSIX
model. CPU-bound single-threaded programs can sometimes benefit from
process parallelism, in which multiple GILs don’t block each other. In other
approaches, under some conditions Python has been compiled into object
code to run on the sophisticated Java and .Net virtual machines.

Concurrent programming is well known to be complicated by the need for
workers not to interfere with each other. Summing a large group of numbers
is “embarrassingly parallelizable”, but sorting them is not. Traditional
concurrency for procedural programs requires design patterns like atomicity
and the producer/consumer model. The tools of the trade are various
types of Interprocess Communication, controls such as threading.Lock and
threading.Semaphore, and use of objects that are thread-safe by design,
such as the FIFO queue queue.Queue. Here is a simple example of naïve
concurrent programming without the benefit of the thread-safe classes:

# Demonstrate race condition with many unsafe calls.
# 1000 workers do busywork and decrement a counter;
# results differ almost every time.
import os, threading
def unsafe():
global value
found = value
with open(os.devnull, 'w') as null:
busywork = print(found*str(found),file=null)
value = found - 1
value = 10**3
for _ in range(value):
threading.Thread(target=unsafe).start()
print(value)

The functional approach to programming offers a somewhat simpler ap-
proach to concurrency. The earlier module multiprocessing has been su-
perceded by concurrent.futures, which defines work yet to be done as a
Future. A “pool” is a metaphor for a fixed number of workers to be de-
ployed as needed. When they finish one job, they can start on another.
concurrent.futures defines the ThreadPoolExecutor and the ProcessPoolExecutor.
Functions and objects passed must be picklable — no lambdas allowed.

# Functional calculation of ten logarithms by a pool of workers.
import concurrent.futures, math
inputs=range(1,10)
pool = concurrent.futures.ThreadPoolExecutor()
print(list(zip(inputs,pool.map(math.log,inputs))))
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